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About This Game

Welcome to The Next World - a strategic visual novel by Illuminated Games, telling the story of a crashed colony ship and its
ragged group of survivors, trying to make a new life on the wrong planet.

TNW is a visual novel/strategy hybrid inspired by The Banner Saga, King of Dragon Pass and Oregon Trail, with an emphasis
on planning and decision-making over combat. Keep as many colonists alive as possible by making the tough decisions which

will determine how your adventure unfolds. Build colony structures, salvage wreckage, resolve problems with multiple
branching outcomes, and manage your colony's dwindling supplies; all while playing through an intense story of political

intrigue, sabotage, desperation and survival, by writer Ryan A. Span (FRONTIERS, Mount&Blade, Euclidean).

Robust strategy system - manage your colony on a hostile world & keep your people alive

Fully hand-drawn art in retro-industrial sci-fi style
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Two different protagonists to choose from, each with their own quirks and methods

Colourful and memorable cast of NPCs

Dozens of events to help you or challenge you

Hundreds of decisions to make, each with its own consequences
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Title: The Next World
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Illuminated Games
Publisher:
AAD Productions
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2016
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Uniquely awesome puzzle game with a twist.. Played all the songs in 60 minutes wnated a refund but sadly steam didnt have the
true refund system when i bought this, finally found out i have this game again and still regret my decision.. good game needs
work and more players
. This is just so basic... ...so boring (maybe after like 20minutes of fun). A short but adorable game that made me think back to
when I first played the game called Machinarium.. A very nice vision of old good classics.

The game have a lot of interesting mechanics and stuff in gameplay and storyline, really makes it worth buying and playing.
The only thing I wish that the devs fix some bugs and improve optimization!. If it wasn't for the Steam Summer Sale I probably
wouldn't have known about this gem. As a child of the 80s, this appeals to me in every way: from the art, music (omg the
music!), and fast-paced action. I haven't had any multiplayer sessions yet, but I'm sure it's rage inducing haha One of the cool
aspects is using the guns to propel yourself upward too so you're not stuck on the platform where you spawn. Show the dev some
love and pick it up.. You can use NepNep as a monster.
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It's pretty bad. game is bad doesn't support 120hz do not recommend... full of hackers.. is a good game. Marriage saver....

You heard me correctly...i drink to much at the weekends and waste money on poor games on Steam. (SO MANY BAD
GAMES!!!)

Then a gem like this comes along that can occupy my drink addled brain for hours for pennies. Win.

BUY NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Not one of the best arcade scrolling shooters, but still fun and challenging :D. This was a GREAT
game! Can't wait to see more from this game!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sPYnZazniBU. While the game does contain some green propaganda and isn't really too
realistic, but unofficial patch can easily help with that, and there are some nice scenarios like Dr. Apocalypse or the whole so-
called Denial DLC offers a much more realistic pack of scenarios. But even in the "normal" ones you can just enjoy rulling over
the whole world, like all totallitarian regimes scaring the populace into submission by some scapegoat and external enemy, even
if it has to be "climate change". I add the tag villain protagonist to the whole thing and recommend it. Even when you can be not
a villain in many scenarios, some actually require you to be either a villain or well-intentioned extremist. You can be Ras al Ghul
or typical Illuminati world governement if you want, as long as you just enforce your rule and force them not to emit too much -
killing, forced sterilization, regime change if necessary, one-child policy - all this and more is possible.
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